Ashfield

Case studies:
Medical Information Services
Accurate, balanced and timely responses to
medical information enquiries
Our robust infrastructure, cutting-edge technologies and industry expertise mean that we’re ready to
step in 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, with a flexible service you can trust.
Here are some examples from the UK and Germany of where we have worked on behalf of our
clients to provide vital information to patients and healthcare professionals.

UK
CASE STUDY
Ashfield becomes a trusted partner through
an exemplary medical information service
The challenge
Our client transferred their medical information services
to Ashfield from another outsourcing provider in 2011.
 ur challenge was to deliver a high-quality medical
O
information service designed to fit the needs of a
complex and evolving market.
 e had to address the needs of an expanding
W
portfolio that included branded pharma, biopharma,
vaccines, devices and generics.

Our approach
We provide a comprehensive medical information
service in response to requests for information related
to our client’s products.
Accurate and timely responses are required 24hrs a
day to enquiries from a wide variety of patients and
HCPs.

2000
Calls per month

1400

Total number of HCP
queries per month

600

Total number of patient
queries per month

100%

Patient queries closed
within five days*

We provide high-quality customer service, product
complaints management and adverse event reporting.

Results

100%

HCP enquiries closed
within five days*

The service has expanded from four head office
staff to 14, including two remote employees and two
representatives working in our client’s office.
Through our proven track record over seven years of
service provision, Ashfield is a long-term and trusted
partner of our client.

0.72%
Missed calls*

* 2016 monthly average

For more information contact:
UK: Sarah Szabo on (+44) 01530 562398 or sarah.szabo@ashfieldhealthcare.com
Germany: Rene Godau on (+49) 06201 2758 888 or rene.godau@ashfieldhealthcare.com
www.ashfieldhealthcare.com

Ashfield Medical Information provide a flexible solution for answering medical
information enquiries, which allows for first and second-line cover for a variety
of therapeutic areas. They also have the benefit of being able to provide out of
hours cover by members of staff who work during office hours too.
Ashfield Medical Information have played an important role in enabling our
company to provide quality medical information to healthcare professionals,
members of the public and patients.
In times of high demand, for example following a product alert of stock shortage,
the team is available to absorb this while continuing to provide a quality service.
We are also able to change our level of cover for enquiries e.g. from just first-line
to second-line depending on the availability of our in-house medical information
team which is really useful for sickness cover and company conferences.
Medical Information Manager.
A global pharmaceutical company.

Germany
CASE STUDY
Ashfield takes over our client’s medical
information service after a surge in demand
caused customer service levels to drop
The challenge
A sudden surge of calls to our client’s medical
information team caused customer service levels to
drop and spurred an increased number of complaints.
Our client began to start losing business and revenue as
pending questions were not answered.
Patients were withdrawn from therapy and switched to
drugs from their competitors.

Our approach
Ashfield provided a dedicated 1st level inbound
support team with certified medical call agents – all
in accordance with the German Medicines Act (§ 75
AMG).

Results
Within four weeks, Ashfield improved the service level
dramatically with 80% of calls being taken within 20
seconds.
Service levels later exceeded the requested 90%
The number of expected calls outlined in the RFP was
2,500, but for most months we were handling more
than 3,000 queries.
Customer surveys yielded very positive results.

For more information contact:
UK: Sarah Szabo on (+44) 01530 562398 or sarah.szabo@ashfieldhealthcare.com
Germany: Rene Godau on (+49) 06201 2758 888 or rene.godau@ashfieldhealthcare.com
www.ashfieldhealthcare.com

Our medical information services:
Adverse event
and product
complaint
handling

Intake
reporting

Medical
information
request
handling

Patient
registration

Patient support
/adherence

(tier 1 and tier 2)

Clinical trial
information
support

About Ashfield
Ashfield, part of UDG Healthcare pie, is a global leader in providing outsourced healthcare services to
pharmaceutical, device and biotech companies. The company has more than 7,000 employees, operates in 23
countries across Europe, North America, South America and Asia and works with more than 250 companies,
including all of the world’s top 25 pharmaceutical companies.
Its mission is to partner with its clients, improving lives by helping healthcare professionals and patients get the
medicines, knowledge and support they need.
Ashfield provides contract sales teams, customer service reps, medical science liaison officers, remote detailing,
nurse educators, medical information, healthcare communications, market access, market research, training,
event management, digital, creative, advisory and pharmacovigilance services.
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